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Food traceability is a relevant issue related to food safety which needs of analytical tools to achieve successful tracing of products. The analytical methodologies should be centered on the determination of target analytes acting as traceability markers. Volatile compounds are usually associated to the sensory properties of foodstuffs. They play an important role on virgin olive oil (VOO) quality and acceptability, but their utility is wider and they can be used as both quality and traceability markers. Volatiles are responsible for the aroma of virgin olive oil. The volatile composition depends on many factors ranging from the olive variety and environmental conditions to the technological aspects used for olive oil production. They can provide useful information for characterization and evaluation of VOO manufacturing practices and freshness.  
The volatile profile of high quality VOO is drastically different from those obtained by application of inadequate practices at different points of the production chain. The compounds are different depending on the practices employed, which are mainly related to olive fruit processing, oil extraction process and storing conditions of the oil. 
Different practices rendering virgin olive oils with sensory defects are evaluated in this work. The volatile profiles of oil samples subjected to different malpractices have been analysed by DHS-GC, SPME-GC and SPME-GC-MS and possible markers are suggested for the main sensory defects. Various types of compounds may be associated with the processes undergone by the oil, so helping to discern the vicissitudes suffered by the oil "from the tree to the table". Experimental results have been validated using a test set of samples and employing different sample treatments to evaluate the robustness of the results.   
The study of the composition of volatile compounds characteristic of each sensory defect facilitates useful markers that allow understanding not only the origin of the defect, but also the treatment suffered by the olive and/or the oil during the production process, so helping to trace the history of the virgin olive oils. 


